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Most Americans have never heard of Koch Industries, one of 
the largest private corporations in the country, because it has 
no Koch-branded consumer products, sells no shares on the 
stock market and has few of the disclosure requirements of 
a public company. Although Koch intentionally stays out of 
the public eye, it is now playing a quiet but dominant role in a 
high-profile national policy debate on global warming. Koch 
Industries has become a financial kingpin of climate science 
denial and clean energy opposition. This private, out-of-sight 
corporation is now a partner to ExxonMobil, the American 
Petroleum Institute and other donors that support organiza-
tions and front-groups opposing progressive clean energy 
and climate policy. In fact, Koch has out-spent ExxonMobil 
in funding these groups in recent years. From 2005 to 2008, 
ExxonMobil spent $8.9 million while the Koch Industries-
controlled foundations contributed $24.9 million in funding to 
organizations of the ‘climate denial machine’. 

The company’s tight knit network of lobbyists, former 
executives and organizations has created a forceful stream 
of misinformation that Koch-funded entities produce and 
disseminate. This campaign propaganda is then replicated, 
repackaged and echoed many times throughout the 
Koch-funded web of political front groups and think tanks. 
On repeated occasions documented below, organizations 
funded by Koch foundations have led the assault on climate 
science and scientists, “green jobs,” renewable energy and 
climate policy progress. 

This report focuses on activities by Koch Industries and its 
affiliates, as well as the family—and company—controlled 
foundations which fund organizations that spread inaccurate 
and misleading information about climate science and clean 
energy policies. Included is research on the company and 
the Koch brothers, two of the top ten richest people in the 
United States. The Koch brothers own the corporation 
and control its political spending. Also included are newly 
compiled funding connections from Koch foundations to a 
vast array of conservative and libertarian organizations and 
front groups. The report documents the Koch-funded funded 
groups’ actions and the Koch legacy of climate denial and 
obstruction of environmental policy. Case studies contained 
in this report include:

Executive Summary

• ClimateGate Echo Chamber—At least twenty Koch-funded 
organizations have repeatedly rebroadcast, referenced and 
appeared as media spokespeople in the story, dubbed “Cli-
mateGate,” of supposed malfeasance by climate scientists 
gleaned from a cache of stolen emails from the University of 
East Anglia in November 2009. These organizations claim 
the emails prove a “conspiracy” of scientists and casts doubt 
on the scientific consensus regarding climate change.

• Polar Bear Junk Science—In a 2007 published ‘junk 
science’ article on polar bears and Arctic climate impacts, 
the author acknowledged receiving research funding from 
ExxonMobil, American Petroleum Institute and the Charles G. 
Koch foundation. The paper, which appeared in the journal 
Ecological Complexity, was published as a “Viewpoint” 
piece, rather than new scientific research. It was not peer-
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reviewed and was criticized by leading polar bear and Arctic 
ice scientists for containing “no new research” and drawing 
unfounded conclusions. Regardless, multiple Koch and 
Exxon-funded groups rebroadcast the article’s conclusions 
that polar bears were not endangered by climate change, 
through their websites and other media outlets. Additional 
Koch-funded groups and industry groups threatened to sue 
the Federal government for listing the polar bear.

For years, both openly and behind the scenes, ExxonMobil 
dominated the voice of climate science denial in the 
national global warming dialogue. However, after a decade of 
reputation-damaging public disclosures, as well as pressure 
from scientific organizations, shareholders and senators, 
ExxonMobil implemented a new public relations strategy 
under a new CEO, and has begun to moderate its public 
statements on climate change. ExxonMobil’s website de-
clares:1 “We have discontinued contributions to several public 
policy research groups whose position on climate change 
diverted attention from the important discussion on how the 
world will secure the energy required for economic growth in 
an environmentally responsible manner.” 

In spite of publishing this statement and reducing funding to 
a number of prominent climate denial organizations over the 
past few years, ExxonMobil continues to support dozens of 
organizations who are part of the climate denial movement 
with millions of dollars in annual funding.2 ExxonMobil has 
responded to public scrutiny by slightly reducing their 
support of climate denial, and Koch Industries is outpacing 
ExxonMobil’s funding activities while drawing very little public 
attention. As ExxonMobil’s silent partner in funding the 
climate-denial machine, Koch Industries often uses similar 
and sometimes more aggressive tactics.

Kansas-based Koch Industries is a conglomerate dominated 
by petroleum and chemical interests with approximately $100 
billion in annual sales, operations in nearly 60 countries and 
70,000 employees. Most of Koch’s operations are invisible 
to the public, with the exception of a handful of retail brands 
such as Brawny® paper towels and Dixie® cups, produced 
by its subsidiary Georgia-Pacific Corporation. Koch 
Industries has been ranked as the first- or second-largest 
privately-held company in the United States in recent years, 
currently ranked second behind Cargill corporation. 

Two brothers, Charles and David Koch, each own 42 percent 
of the company. Part of Koch Industries’ influence is chan-
neled through three foundations, also controlled by the two 
brothers. This report documents roughly 40 climate denial 
and opposition organizations receiving Koch foundation 
grants in recent years, including:

• More than $5 million to Americans for Prosperity Founda-
tion (AFP) for its nationwide “Hot Air Tour”3 campaign to 
spreading misinformation about climate science and oppos-
ing clean energy and climate legislation.

• More than $1 million to the Heritage Foundation, a mainstay 
of misinformation on climate and environmental policy issues. 

• Over $1 million to the Cato Institute, which disputes the 
scientific evidence behind global warming, questions the 
rationale for taking climate action, and has been heavily 
involved in spinning the recent ClimateGate story. 

• $800,000 to the Manhattan Institute, which has hosted 
Bjorn Lomborg twice in the last two years. Lomborg is a 
prominent media spokesperson who challenges and attacks 
policy measures to address climate change.
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SINCE THE BEGINNING 
OF THE 2006 ELECTION 

CYCLE, KOCH’S PAC 
SPENT MORE ON 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO 
FEDERAL CANDIDATES 
THAN ANY OTHER OIL- 

 AND-GAS SECTOR PAC.
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• $365,000 to Foundation for Research on Economics and the Environment 
(FREE) which advocates against taking action on climate change because 
warming is “inevitable” and expensive to address. 

• $360,000 to Pacific Research Institute for Public Policy (PRIPP) which 
supported and funded An Inconvenient Truth…or Convenient Fiction,4 a film 
attacking the science of global warming and intended as a rebuttal to former 
Vice-President Al Gore’s documentary. PRIPP also threatened to sue the US 
Government for listing the polar bear as an endangered species. 

• $325,000 to the Tax Foundation, which issued a misleading study on the 
costs of proposed climate legislation. 

This is only part of the picture, because the full scope of direct contributions to 
organizations is not disclosed by individual Koch family members, executives, 
or from the company itself. 

Contributions through Koch’s political action committee (PAC) are a matter 
of public record. Since the beginning of the 2006 election cycle, Koch’s PAC 
spent more on contributions to federal candidates5 than any other oil-and-gas 
sector PAC. For that period, Koch Industries and 
its executives spent $2.51 million compared to next 
three biggest contributors: Exxon ($1.71 million), 
Valero ($1.68 million), and Chevron ($1.22 million).

Koch executives and their families wield political 
influence in other ways too, including direct federal 
lobbying and campaign contributions. Over the last 
few years, Koch Industries, Koch employees, and 
Koch family members:

• Spent $37.9 million from 2006 to 2009 for direct 
lobbying on oil and energy issues, outspent only by 
ExxonMobil ($87.8 million) and Chevron Corporation 
($50 million).

• Spent $5.74 million in PAC money for candidates, 
committees, and campaign expenditures since the 
2006 election cycle.

• Contributed at least $270,800 to federal political 
party committees since the 2006 election cycle.

The combination of foundation-funded front-groups, 
big lobbying budgets, PAC donations, and direct 
campaign contributions makes Koch Industries 
and the Koch brothers among the most formidable 
obstacles to advancing clean energy and climate 
policy in the US. 
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